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EDITORIAL ON ALEX POSEY

Muskogee,

Oct, 23.

Alex Posey, accompanied by his stenographer,

D. C. Skaggs, is in the city, after six weeks in the

field, securing testimony in citizenship cases for the

commission,

A BLOODY CONFLICT

"About twenty miles west of Eufaula recently,"

said, Mr. Posey, "I witnessed one of the fiercest conflicts

I have ever seen. It was an Indian ball game between the

Arbekas and. Eufaulas -- Indian against Indian. It was

perhaps the bloodiest game ever pulled off in the Indian

Territory. It would make the modern football game look



like a snow ball in a Dutch oven. No scene in the

Roman arena ever compared with it.

"There were 32 Indians lined up on each side,

as fine specimens of manhood as could be seen anywhere.

Each Indian was stripped and his wearing apparel con-

sisted of nothing but a breech clout. There was a good

deal of rivalry between, the two teams. Each came from

their respective towns, meeting half way on the bald

prb4:tle. The grounds were hurriedly arranged and when

the ball was tossed in the air, "they were off" to use

the expression of a race track tout.

ALL WOUNDED

When the game was finished and the smoke cleared

away, there was not a man on either team that was not

carrying a wound of some kind. Dave Coker was seriously

hurt, it was thought at the time, but he has since

recovered. Dave has an ugly wound in the left side and

was carried off the field.

OFFICERS ALARMED

"During the heat of the struggle the officers

who attended the game became alarmed and shot into the



air in an endeavor to quell the mad Indians. But the

painted braves only set their jaws and put more ginger

into the game. They rushed at each other with their

clubs as if life and death depended on winning. The

Arzbekas were finally forced slowly back and the Eufaulas

won the game. At this game there were 2,500 spectators."
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